Formal expressions, as series and integra ls, are derived for t he extern al potential, which takes on assigned values on t he two spheri cal boundar y surfaces-eit her when t he body is alone or when it is in any given axia ll y symmet ric elec trostatic fi eld . T hi s is] effec ted by r ep resenting a given fu nctio n f(x), for 1 < x < 00, as a complex integra l whose variabJe is t he pa r a m eter J1. of a Legendre fu nction p "_y, (x) or Q "_~(x).
Introduction
This paper is concerned with th e electrosta tic field ou tside a body (in most cases a conductor ) bounded by two in tersecting spheres; some sections are shown in figure 1. The poten tial has assigned values on its boundary (in most cases constant). The body may be isolated, or it may be in the presence of an external distribution of fixed charges that are axially symmetric.
To obta in the resulting poten tial distribu tion is th erefore a question of finding th e Green 's function, this being th e po tential at any external point, P , when the boundary is kept at zero potential under the influence of any circular line-charge, M' , which is coaxial with the axis of symmetry.
When the Green 's function is found (as an integral or as an infinite series), the a pplica tion t o the conductor alone leads to expressions for its capacitance. There is also some physical inter est in the evaluation of the electric field when the conductor is under external influence, such as a circular line-charge. This r efers not only to the case of sections a, c, or d but also t o those with cavities as in b , e, f of figure 1. In the latter, we may be interested in the amount of penetra tion of the external influen ce into the cavity, especially wh en the aperture is small.
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
T he capacitance will be fini te if one, bu t no t both, of the intersecting spheres has infinite raelius. The radill a is takrn as th at which is always fini te. This is on the right in all the case of fig ure 1. Passing to figure 2, a, the arc AoO of the meridian section has radius a. This sphere has the semiap erature o.
Th e angle, w, of intersection of th e meridian arcs is shown in figure 1 an d also figure 2, a. This angle w co uld have any valu e between zero and 27r, bu t it is evident from an inspection of the several cases in figure 1 that we may avoid a repetition of crescent-shapcd sec tions, and with no loss of gener ality, by the restriction The radiu s al of th e second arc (fL g. 2, a, arc Ale) is thu s given by sin 0 a -a .
-
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The cap a 'i tan ce will be a function of both angles, which may be denoted by 0",(0) .
T o avoid getting lost in details that must be considered, we place h er e an outline of the main arg ument and the procedure we hope to follow. ~I a T he cylindrical coordinates, x, p , will be used only in the initial picture, the x-axis b eing the axis of symmetry. As the conducting boundary is generated by revolution around the x-axis of the circular arcs A,C and A oC of figure 2, a , we n eed only consider that h alf-plane of z= x+ ip for which p> O. This h alf-plane, cut along the circular arc A oC (radius a), may be represented conformally upon the semi-infinite strip of t h e variable r = a+ ii3, as indicated by similar lett ers in figure 2, a and figure 2, b. The equa tion of transformat ion is ( I-e) z=-c . cot -2-, (
where c= a sin e. The dotted circular arcs and th e arcs bounding the meridian section of th e conductor (a = O, a = w) arc parts of the locus of the equation (a = constant) [x + c·cot (a-O) F+ p2 . z r 0) (1.8) Sin 
a -
The family of circles iJ = constant (orthogonal to th e family a = constant) has the equation Figure 2 , a is drawn for the case in which 7l' < w< 7l'
+0.
When x and p are expressed in terms of a and (3, the transform of any function F (x, p) will be written F(a , (3) .
The depend ent function most suitable for these coord inates is not th e potential \1 but thc fun ction TV, where \1(x, p) = V (a, (3) = -y'cosh (3 -cos (a-O) W (a , (3) (1.10) The potential equ ation , transforms into or which has particular solu tions, W= (0 1 cos va + 0 2 sin va ) · (03 P .-H (cosh (3) + 0 4Q. -V, (cosh (3», (1.12) where 01, Oz, C3, 04 are arbitrary constants, P and Q bcing L egcndre functions of cosh (3 of th e first and second kind, resp ec tively, with parameter
V-y, o
In a problem with \1 given as a p eriodic function of a for 0< a < 27l' on th e entire surface of a toroid, whose trace is some circle (3 = (3' = constant, the function W would th ere by b e a given periodic function of a on this circle. The parameter v in particular solutions of the form (1.12) would therefore be determined by the requirement that cos va = COS v(a + 27l') and sin va = sin v(a + 27l'), which require v= O, or an integer n . H ence de-
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-----------~~---~ velopmen t in a Fourier Series of the given function that represents W (a, iJ) is the key to the olution of such a problem.
However, the problem we have to consider is not completely analogous. The given function is h er e a function of (3, for 0< 1' 1< co , so thaL it resembles a case in which given functions of a must b e represented by a Fourier integral. Normal funcLions do not exist, and the integral representations that will be required are not Fourier integral s.
In this problem the solution, W, must b e constructed in the form of an integral with r esp ect to • of solutions like eq 1.12, in the strip of figure 2, b . which tal;;:es assigned values on th e circular arcs a = O, and a = w. To outline the m ethod we may omit many details to b c considered later. From h er e on we let x= cosh 1' 1 (1.1 3)
since we have no further n eed for th e sumbol x as a cylindrical coordinate. On th e boundary arc AoO (a = O) of figure 2, a,
V (O, (3) = 17, (x) = -y'x-cos 0 W (O, 1' 1). (1.14a)
On th e arc AI O (a = w), V (w, (3) = Ti (x) = -y'x -cos (w-O) W (w, (3 ) , (1.14b) where \11(x) and Vz(x) arc given functions of x th at do not become infinite at 0 where X= co. This assigns boundary values to W,
so j l(x) and j z(x) arc given functions for x for 1< x< co, both vanishin g like If a poten tial \1 is required that is h armonic ou tside th e body, vanish es at spatial infinity and takes the assigned values VI(x) and Vz(x ) on the boundary of th e body, it might be exp ected to b e given by an integral representing W (a, (3), the integration b eing taken with resp ect to the parameter v. We may consider v a complex variable v= VI +ivz and imagine the integration to L be taken along some abscissa vl =constant, in the v-plane.
We then consider a solution of eq 1.11 of the form ,+i OO vP (x) This is an integral with respect to v of particular solu tions of eq 1.11 of the form of eq 1.12 .
Spatial infinity in the plane figure 2, a corresponds to the single point O' = (}, {3 = 0, in figure 2, b .
If this is an ordinary point, where W remains finite , then the potential will vanish at spatial infinity as required, since the radical in eq 1.10 vanishes. At the boundary 0' = 0, the integral representing W becomes (for 1 ::::x:::: 00 )
And at the remaining boundary, O' = W .
•
For each boundary arc the same problem is presented, of finding a function, F (v) , which is an analytic function of a complex variable V= Vl + iV2 in some strip or half-plane of v, this function F (v) being the solution of the integral equation.
where j(x) is an arbitrary, given function of x. The abscissa VI = R(v) = constant, which is the path of integration, must lie within limits to be found , which will depend in part upon the nature of the function j (x) and in part upon the nature of the development-function P ,_y, (x) . The solution of this integral equation is the subj ect of section III in which certain sufficient limitations upon j (x) are found .
For this it is first necessary to place in section II some known properties of P ,_y, (x) and Q ,_y, (x) as functions of x and also of v. The things of especial importance for the integral representation (eq 1.17) arc the principal terms of the asymptotic expansions of these two L egendre functions, both as to X= cosh {3--7 00 (v fixed) and as to V --7 00 (x fixed) .
After the integral representations are found in section III, the remainder of the paper consists in finding the Green's function in terms of a more fundamental function, S, and in exploiting this discovery for various applications. These applications are concerned with finding series more suitable in their convergence than that which first appears for computing capacitance. Also we find the cases in which the capacitance may be computed in finit e terms. There are some cases in which the potential may be found in finite terms.
To ou tline this and to show th e physical or geometrical role of the principal functions that appear, we may consider first the simple case in which the conductor is a complete sphere, the sphere W= 71'. In this case th e arc AlO of figure 2, a (w = 7r) is the continuation of the first circular arc, 0' = 0, of radius 0'. The Green's function V .. (0', (3; 0'\ (31) is defined as the potential at any point P (O', (3) outside the sphere when there is a circular line-charge )1.1' with trace at some fixed point P' (O", (3' ) also outside th e sphere, while th e spher e is kept at zero potential. The fixed point, P', is a point of singularity, for the potential becomes infinite when P tends to coincide with P' . I t is the only one in the dielectric region (outside the sphere).
In case the line-charge M' shrinks to a pointcharge at some point P' (x' ,O) or P' (0", 0) on th e x axis, it is well known that the external potential (Green's function) at P is equal to that of the actual point-charge at P' plus the potential at P of a fictitious point-charge Mil within the sphere at a point P" . This point plI is the image of pI by reflection in the sphere. The charge Mil must be opposite in sign to M' and suitably chosen proportional to )1.;1'. (But MI! ~ -M' as in the two-dimensional case of an endless circular cylinder.)
It will appear, and is fairly evident, that the same holds true for a circular line-charge, when (as we assume throughout) this is ~oaxial with th e x axis. Reference to eq 1.5 and to figure 2, b indicates that the image pl! (O'" ,{3I! ) of pI (O' /,{3') must be a point outside the strip O< O' < 7r(= w), having the same height, that is, {31! = {3'. Also in figure 2 , b, the points pI and pI! should be equidistant from the vertical line A le of figure 2, b, which represents part of the spherical boundary. By the same reasoning pI and pI! must be equidistant from the line 0' = 0 of figure 2, b. Hence there mu st be more th an one image point P" of P,' obviously an endless set of su ch image points to r igh t and left, periodically distributed in the a(3-plane. However, all of th ese are represented on LIle x, p-plane by the single image point P"
, insid e the sphere.
As long as we are concerned only with a conductor in the shape of a complete sph ere there is no sense in viewing the virtual charge at P" as the sup erposition of an infinite number of charges . If we gradually ch ange th e boundary arc from w= 71", this hidden structure makes its appearance and the innumerable images canno t in general be found within the conductor of figure 2, a. The Green's function Vw(a, {3; a', (3' ) of the more general conductor (w~ 71") cannot be expressed as the effect of any distribution of ch arges within the conductor of th e x, p-plane.
The explanation may be found if we first extend th e meaning of V~(a, {3 ; a', (3' ) to th e entire x, p-plane, in th e sense that pea, (3) is th e general point in th e h alf-plan e, while th ore are two fix ed line charges one at P' th e other at its image point P" . "" e may for the momen t consider th em bo til real and r egard th e spherical s urface (a = O and a = 7I") mer ely as a surface where V~ is zero. This half-plane is r epresented on any semi-infinite strip of a-'ividth 271" in th e a, (3-planc . H ence, extending its m eaning still further , 17. (a, (3; a', (3' ) is a real periodic function of a with p eriod 271" h aving two singularities in any period interval such as 0 < a < 271".
As eq 1.10 suggests, it is simpler to con ider the 1IV-function as the Green's function, say 1IV".(a, (3; ai, (31) for the differential eq 1.11. This also will b e a p eriodic function of a with p eriod 271" having two singular points in a period interval.
From this i t is a natural step to regard 1Ir 7~ as t h e difference of two values of a simpler function S~(a, (3, (31 ) , which has period 271" in a bu t only one singulari ty in a period.
For the sphere W = 7I", we find (3, (3' (3, (3' ) is the generalization of S .,, (a, (3, (3') and is th e fundamental function for t his problem. S w( a, (3, (3') is an even periodic function of a with p eriod 2w lJaving one singularity in any p eriod in ter val such as 0< a< 2w. The special function S .,, (a -a' ,{3, (3') in troduced in section II, eq 2.25, is in effect the W funcLion corresponding to th e potenLial at P (a, (3) produ ced only by th e circular line ch arge with trace at P' (a', (3') . It is, except for a simple bu t variable factor, a L egendre function Q_~ with argument [cosh (3 cosh (3' -cos (a-a 'l /sinh {3 sinh (3'.
Its gr eat practical advantage is that S .,,(a, (3, (3' ) may b e computed in terms of the complete ellip tic integral Kfor any value of its argument (eq 2.32). Unfortunately no fini te expression h as been fo und for th e general function S w( a, {3, (3').
The addition --,-theorem for Q_~ gives two forms of Fourier 's cosine series in a with coefficients that are products of Legendre fun ctions of cosh (3 and cosh (3' (eq 2.26). The analogou s series for Sw is found in eq 4.9.
As indicated in eq 1.1 5 to 1.17 th e natural method of solving this problem will be throllgh Lhe use of integrals along some abscissa VI = constant in the plane of th e complex variable v= vI + i j/2. An ticipating this, we derive such an inLegral representing S~( a, (3, (3'). In section IV eq 4.6 is found , th e similar integral representing its generali7.ation S w(a, (3, (3') .
In section IV is derived th e relation
where m is a positive integer . Ou t of this rela tion flow all the cases (rational values of w/7I") for which the field outside the condudor may b e found in finite terms. These ar e fOLlr infinite se ts of values w= n 7l"/m wher e n = 1, 2, 3, or 4, while with ea ch n , th e denominator m may be any positive integer. The two sets with n = 3 and n = 4 involve ellip tic functions. This is th e subjeet of section IX.
On the other h and, it is found in sec tion VIn that th e capacitance is given in fini te terms (with elemen tary functions) when w= n 7l"/m , where nand m are any positive integers, subj ect to 0< w< 271" .
In case n or m (or both) are large, these expressions may b e less sui table for computation than some of the series in section VII, which apply for any w. In particular th e form of eq 7.9 is a series L ro of the form ~ An sin 2 n1TB/w where the coefficients 1 An approach zero with increasing n like n- 14 • In the sections that follow, we have not used the method of images as a guide. The results however may be interpreted from that point of view by an extension of the concept of images, in the course of which will appear the reason why the method of images has not been followed.
Interpreted on the endless a, i1-plane, the Green's function V". (or W".) , being periodic with period 21T, will of course have all its singularities endlessly repeated. The x, p-half-plane of figure 2, a, which corresponds to actual space, is represented upon any semi-infinite strip of the a, i1-plane of a-width 27r. But the inverse representation of the entire a, /3-plane upon the x, p-plane requires the latter to be imagined with infinitely many leaves lying above and below the plane of the paper of figure 2, a. Successive leaves are connected along the circular cut AoO of figure 2, a, so that instead of crossing this cut we are forced up or down to another sheet.
All the singular points in a, i1-plane correspond to singular points on various sheets of the x, p-surface, all lying under or above the two points pI, pI! of the first sheet, so it appears, looking down on them, as if there were only two.
For th e general case w ~ 1T, the region of the xop-plane O< a< 2w (where O< W< 21T) is represented on any strip of the a, /3-plane of width 2w. Conversely, to represent the entire a, /3-plane on the xp-plane, this must be many-sheeted, with cuts at a = O, a = 2nw, where n takes all integral values positive and negative. The endless number of singular points in the ai1-plane will correspond to an infinite distribution in the x,p-plane, of singular points that appear to be on the circle /3= /3/, some inside the conductor and some outside-apparently in the dielectric space where we placed only one. This one at pI is on the first sheet, and the others on different sheets but not hidden by pl.
The potential produced at a point P in the dielectric region of the xp-plane (the first sheet or plane of the paper in fig. 2, a) , by a real or virtual circular line-charge with trace at pI also in the plane of the paper, is a comparatively simple expression given in section II. This expression becomes infinite when P coincides with pI as it may without leaving the xp-sheet of actual space.
But if P' is in another sheet, then P could come over it and cover it up, but the potential must remain finite and continuous since the singularity is on another sheet. Obviously the expression for the potential at P is only to be found by an "analytic continuation" with respect to Laplace's equation, of the solution in one sheet due to singularity not on that sheet. If there were no alternative but the "method of images," we should have to wrestle with the questions of topology and find the " law of diminishing brightness" from one sheet to another. This way the method of images becomes a burden.
If it were not for this law of diminishing brightness, the entire circle /3 = /3' in the xp-plane would appear continuously illuminated with singular points. Its effect would be to show a finite number of first magnitude (depending upon w). These would stand out among constellations and fainter nebulae. If at a turn of a lever the angle w were gradually altered, there would be certain rational values of w/7r, say w= n1T/m, for which the kaleidoscopic view clears up. The luminous background disappears and there remains only a finite number of singular points on this circle. This corresponds to eq 1.19, in which Sw (a, i1 i11 ) may be evaluated in finite terms. Even then some of these images must be considered anomalous, as they appear to be in the dielectric region on the circle /3 = i11 .
II. Preliminary Equations
Those known relations between Legendre functions that will be required are placed in this section for reference. Also the known expression, in the coordinates a, i1, for the potential of a circular linecharge, whose gencralization is fundamental to the problem, is presented h ere .
Since x is a favorite notation for a real variable and there is no further use of the rectangular coordinate x, there should be no confusion if from here on we let x=cosh /3. The two functions , y = Qv_~(x) and Y= Q-v-J1 (x) are solutions of Legendre's equation
where for 1 < x< 00 , Considering 0<f 3< 00, that is, l < x< 00 , it is evident that Q'-)1 (x) / r (~+ v) is an integral function of t h e complex variable v= VI +iV2, so that Q'-)1 (x) is an analytic function of v, whose only singularities in the finite v-plane arc on the negative real axis where v= vI +io =-(n +~) where (n = O 1,2,3, . .. ).
These are simple poles of the factor r (~+ v)
The other factor, l / r (l + v), vanishes when v= -n, but eq 2.2 shows that
and Qn_» (x) is a finit e and continuous fu nction of
For all other v alues of v the two solutions, Q'-)1 (x) and Q_,_» (x), arc linearly independent as shown by the id entity,
For general values of x and v, th e solution 1 J ._}> (x) of eq 2.1 may b e defined by cot V 7r
Whenever Q,_}> exists it is linearly independent of p ,_», as shown by t he identity derived from eq 2. 3,
(2.5)
Consid ering x as a constant real parameter greater th an one, it is evident tha t the definition (eq 2.4) makes P ,-v,(x) an even integral function of v; for th e poles of cot V7r at v= n arc r emo ved by th e vanishing of th e brack et. Also th e poles of eith er Q-function at v= -~±n arc r emoved by th e vanishing of cot V7r.
Using eq 2.2 in eq 2.4 gIves, for 1 <x< 00 , (2.6) From analytic continuations of Lhe hypergeomeLric functions in eq 2.2 and 2.6 we obtain ,
Every Q-function of cosh {3 becomes logarithmically infinite when {3--'70, for by applying Gauss' transformation to eq 2.6 and 2.4 with x= cosh {3, we find whence
For the manipulation of certain integrals we require only the principal term in the asymptotic expansion of these functions. This is needed in two senses, the one when x---':> co (with v constant) and the other when v ---':>oo (with x constant). From eq 2.2 and 2.6 it may be shown that Let A= t.l +it.2 and 1I = 1I1+iv2.
By eq 2.1 and the corresponding equation with V= A, we find, by use of eq 2.10 and 2.11, that if
From this, by use of eq 2.4 and the identity
it follows that
If the conditions stated are not satisfied , each of these three integrals d iverges. If they are, eaeh converges ab sol utely because of the e~po-nential factor arising from exp [ -(v +~) {3 J in ert 2.7.
In the second sense we consider (3 fixed When V= VI + iV2--» 00 , there IS the known asymptot ic term. and by eq 2.4, 2. 20) (where upper sign is for '2> 0, lower for '2<0.
' Whence P ,-v, always becomes infinite when the real part of V (i. e. Ill) becomes ± 00.
On the other hand if V2---':>± 00 while VI remains finite, each of these functions vanishes, and in such a manner that, when 1 <x< 00, the integrals along any finite abscissa III.
will converge if, and only if, Another relaLion that will be required may be derived from This is, in effect, Schlafli's integral, and is shown to b e equivalent to eq 2.7 by expansion of the integral. If this is written and the variable of integration t is replaced by (:J' where 2e-fJ'= O-t 2 ) / (cosh(3 -t) in both, but
III the 1st integral, and
in the 2nd integral, it is found that the two integrals are equal, so that
For reference, the appropriate expressions may b e placed h ere that repre ent the potential at any po int P(x,p) or pea, (3), which is du e only to a circular line-charge M' with trace at P'(x')p'), (i. e. P ' (a', (3') ).
!vi' { It may be written V. (a,B;a',(3') 
(2.24) where S7r is never negative and defined by where EO= % E n= 1 for n> O. The series converges when {3 = (3,' pl'ovid ed tha t cos a ~ 1. When (3' --70, the line-charge shrinks to a pointcharge on the x-axis, and this ·becomes (2.27) 7r 0 which converges for flll values of a when O< tl < (X) , but not when (3 = 0, since each coefficient Qn-v, then becom es infinite. However,
since the radical is always positive in eq 2.27. The preced ing series arc u seful , bu t we may now derive an integral represen t ing S .(a, {3, (3') more useful and comprehensive. Both forms of series (eq 2.2G) may b e derived from it: also it converges even when (3 = (3' = 0 .
where To prove this, first take the path along VI = _1:. <v < 1:. and (0 :::::. i a i:::::' 27r when (3:1;:(3').
constant where O < VI <~ anclreplace Pv-v, (cosh (3) 2 I 2 0<i a i< 27r when (3 = (3' by the second m ember of eq. 2.4, which gives
The substitution v= -v' in the 2nd integral gives (s ince P -v-v, == Pv-v,) [ 2= -' .
sIn V7r
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres 849618-49-7 This path m ay b e translat ed from the abscissa-vI, to that, + VI > O, of the original path , taking into account t h e contribution t o I 2 of amoun t ~ Q_» (cosh (3) P _» cosh {3' of the pole at v= O. 7r H ence if 0<l a l< 27r, eq. 2.29 is equiv alent to
This is vali d when {3 and {3' are inter changed . When {3' < {3, t he asymp totic expressions (eq 2.18 and 2 .20) show tha t this path may be closed with an infinite semicircle on which VI > O. It th en encircles (in a positive trigonometric direction) th e poles a t v= n = l , 2, 3, .. . where sin V7r = O. The sum of the r esidues gives th e seri es (2.26) .
The special case {3' = 0 of cq 2.29 gives on reference to eq 2 .27 the integral r epresen tation, 
III. Integral Representations of a Given
Function liVe may now take up th e pr oblem fo rmulated in eq 1.17 . L et j(x) b e a function of th e r eal variable, x = cosh (3, fo r l < x< ro , which may be given arbitrarily in this interval except for cer tain restrictions to b e found . Consider th e problem of finding th e function F (v) of th e complex variable v= V I + ivz, which is th e solution of the integral equation,
where an esse ntial par t of th e hypo th esis for determining F (v) It also implies t hat F (v) vanish es in a certain manner when v---' > ro in any direction lyin g in this half-plane.
In case j (x )---'> 00 when x---' > l , th e integral (eq 3.1a) is only r equired to converge for l < x< ro. In th a t case, as shown in eq 2.21 , it is n ecessary that (3 .2b)
In case j (l) is finite, th e convergen ce of eq 3.1a 1 for x = 1, (where P ,_» (x) == 1) r equires
This condition shows t h e convergen ce of r vF (v)dv, wher e t h e pa th p is an infinite semi-
J1)
circle th at closes the p ath . Since by eq 3.2a
Assume for th e mom ent th at r estrictions on the nature of j(x) may be found th at are sufficien t to make G( A) an an alytic fun ction of A in th e halfplan e V O < AI and to make G(A) vanish like F (v) as specified in (3 .2 a, b , c) . (vo is to be found) , T ak e a posit ive abscissa a= vo+ €, if O< vo, or a= e when vo::::: O where € is a positive constan t, arbit rarily small.
Taking Vl = a in eq 3.1a and replacing j(x) in the mtegral defining G (' A.) by the integral (eq 3. 1 a) gIves Therefore , when eq 3. 1a hold s for the halfplane (eq 3.1b), its solution is
In that case j(x) has the in tegral representation, for l < x< ro, wher e the path is along any abscissa VI , in th e halfplane VO < VI' The value of Jlo dep end s in part upon the n at ure ofj(x) when X----o> ro, sec eq 3.17 bclow. In case Vo is negative this is equivalent to
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where the path is along any abscissa VI in th e strip VO < VI <!vol where vo< O. Q_'_Yz(x) dx IS analyt ic wllOre -CX) < vl <lvol. H ence, when, and only wh en , vo < O, there exists a strip in which F (v) and F ( -v) are each analytic. In that case, P ._y,(x) in eq 3.4 may be replaced by its definition in eq. 2.4. In the resulting integral with Q_._y" make the substitu tion v= -v' and then translate the paLh to the original. This gives eq 3.5a. If we let v= -v' in eq 3.5a ancl then re cover the path by translation, this gIves wh ere VO< VI <I vol Taking h alf Lhe slim of eq 3.5a and 3.5 b gives, by use of eq 2.4, 1 1 "1-;00
Relation (3 .5 a) is derived by no t in g that L h e function
.J l wher e vo< vI < lvol.
The last three representations of j(x) , eq 3.5a, b , c, are of limi ted application compared to the first in eq 3.4 since they require Lhat Vo be n egative, the imaginary axis VI = O , b eing than a possible path. It is evident that th ey apply along the imaginary axis when e~/ 2J (cosh (3) ----0>0 as (3----0> CX) ifj(x) satisfies the other conditions to b e given in eq 3.6a and 3.6b below, for in that case the integral
Whenj(x) satisfies certain suffic ient conditions to b e given in eq 3.6, the sense in which this function is represen ted by eq 3.4 may b e indicated as follows:
For this let cf>(x) = (limit) (limit) I (x,xo,' Y} ) .
1]--':; 00
Xrlco If x is a point at which j (x) is not infinite, we may
this is a value of x where j(x) is continuous. As before it is sufficient to take O< a::SvI < cx).
The limit Xo---o> 00 of the x' -integral is the transform F (v) of j(x) (3.3), and this integral converges absolutely and also uniformily as to V2 in any finite interval -1] < V2 < V. Hence taking vI = a> O,
where x= cosh J3 and xo = cosh J30.
It is here assumed that the constant x is a value for which the assigned functionj(x) is not infinite, but also not necessarily continuous.
In the v-integral the integrand is an analytic function of v, that is, without singularity at any finite point for ,,:hich -t< VI' Hence the integral from the point a-i1] to a+i1] (where a > O) may be taken along any path between these terminal points, which lies to the right of them. Taking the path as a semicircle of radius 1], we may then take 1] so large that the integral will differ by an arbitrarily small amount from that which is obtained by use of the asymptotic expansions (eq 2.19 and 2.20). This is
J3-J3
Assuming (3. 6 a, b, c) below, and thatj(x) is of limited variation in any finite interval, this limit becomes, by Dirichlet's theorem,
which is the meaning of eq 3.4 .
The following restrictions uponj(x) are sufficient to make its transform, F (v), satisfy the conditions (eq 3.2a,b,c) and to define the limiting abscissa vo.
In the intervalI < x< CX) there may be at most a finite number of points Xl, X2, • . . where f(x) has finite or infinite discontinuities. N one of these points are limit-points, that is, f(x) is of limited variation in any finite interval. All are such that I X Ij(x) Idx converges for any finite x. (3 .6a)
There is a real constant 0 (which may be positive, negative, or zero) such that when x=cosh {J---o> 00 , (3.6b) 
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where C(x) is bound ed. Similarly, when x---o> I,
f (x) ""Co(x) (x-l)-oo = c o (J3) (I _e -2 {J)-2oo
3 wher e 00 < 4:
Reference to eq 2.7 shows that the limiting f abscissa of the half-plane, in which F (v) is analytic, is the algebraically greater of the two
The proof of this, that is, the d erivation of the three conditions (eq 3.2a,b,c from eq 3.6a,b,c), (for Vo defined in eq 3.7), may be made by investigating the series obtained by usc of eq 2.7, which is
When (3 is large the most important term is the 'first (s = 0), and it is evident that the convergence lof this integral at the upper limit is secured (whatfever the value of 0) by taking Vl > VO where Vo is Idefin ed in eq 3.7. This will make F(v) 
first consider the case where the only singularities of j(x) are at X = 1 and X = ex). For this purpose take for comparison the function
whose transform is (3. 9b)
this would suffice when eq 3.9c is proved .
To prov e this we have
Hence in the series of eq 3.9 b, v may be tak:en so large that the series will differ by any preassigned small fraction of itself from f r eI') 00 r(s+~) it is evident that the inequality last written, leads to
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres so that when Ivl exceeds a certain fin ite value in the given half-plan e, is bounded.
It remains to consider th e internal singular points of j (x) at Xl, X2> . .. Since th ese are all subject to the condition of eq 3.6a it is evident from th e integral (eq 3.8) that they can have nothing to do with the boundary V = Vo of the half-plane in which F (v) is analytic. It may also be shown that they contribute to F (v) terms that vanish more rapidly with increasing v than the principal terms in eq 3.2b, c, which are determined by the nature of f (x) at X= 1. The proof could be made by use of a comparison function , which is a linear combination of fl(X) and of f 2(X) where In particular (3 .11') (3. 11")
In general for a function f(x) , which b ecomes infinite when X--7Xj-O in such a manner that
Idx converges as in eq 3.6a we could choose a positive constant a so large that
One could show by comparison with f2(X) and F2(V) that the internal singular points of f(x) do not affect the conditions of eq 3.2a, b , c.
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The alternative assumption placed in eq 3.6c of a function that b ecomes infinite like log (x-I ), when X--71 is illustrated by the third example f 3(X) , which could b e used for comparison,
which is an integral function of 0 wh en j3> 0, as it then converges for any finite o. From eq 2.10 with v = o-~it is evident that when j3--70 (x--7 1), W e find by -eq 2.14, The integral representation of a fun ctionj(x) <LS in cq 3.4 and 3.5a are special cases 1-' = 0 of the following integral identities involving associated Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
Legendre functions p~_ y. (x) and Q~-)i (x), where the constant 1-'= 1-' 1 + 1.1-'2 is arbitrary.
f OOj(xl) Q~_)i (xl) dxl for l <x< 00, (3. 17a) wher e ~-O<VI < 00 a nd -(I-'I + D < vI < 00, and in case o -~ > 0, for the funct ionj(x),
where -( o-D <VI < O -~ and -(I-'I + D < VI'
In the present problem the potential has assi gned valu es (which are axiall'y symmetric) on th e bouadry of the conductor. In the more general problem these integrals would be required for 1-' = 0 or a ny posit ive integer. imilar id en t ities could be given in whi ch the lower p arameter V is a cons tan t , the upper I-' being th e variable of integration. I have obtain ed elsewhere l integral identities in which the cl evclopment-fu nctions are solu tions of a gen eral typ e of differential equation. For the range -00 <x< 00 these may be sp ecialized to give M ellin's form of Fourier Integral, and for the range O< x < 00 to give Laplace's transform.
IV. Potential With Given Values on Boundary of the Conductor-the fun ction Sw
Let V (a, (3) be a potential that vanishes at spatial infinity and has no singularities at any point in the dielectric r egion D corresponding to the strip of figure 2, b , O< a < w and O< f3 < 00.
I Th e I1 ypergeomet ri e a nd Legendrefu netions, N B S Mathematical T able MT I5, p. 1 28-J 76 (1942). T hi s paper is no longer availa ble, but m ay be found in t he larger libraries.
L
At the boundary of conductor, a= O and a = w, t h e potentials V(O, (3) and V (w, (3) are given functions of (3. Writing Since spatial infinity corresponds to a = e and (3 = 0, eq 4.1 shows V will vanish at infinity if Wee, 0) is finite.
In determining W with assigned boundary values f l(x) and f 2(X) , one could forget about figure 2, a and the application to potential, for it is th en obvious tha t th e wid th w of th e str ip in figure 2, b may be any fini te constant. Some definitions of functions that will be useful are thus obtained for w= n 7r and w= n 7r /m , in which case the function of fund amental importance may be ob tained in fini te terms.
Suppose th e functions f l(x) and12(x) satisfy the conditions (3. 6 a, b , c) wher e 0 of eq 3.6b is eith er 01 or 02' 1£ we also make the res triction this permits assigning boundary values of po tential that become infinite when {3 ----7 co whatev er th e value of w , bu t it only permits f l and 12 to become infinite in case 0< w< 27r.
By this condition th e boundary VI= VO of eq 3.7 of the half-plan e, wher e eq 3.4 applies, lies to th e left of Vl= 7r/W. H ence the r equired W-function is by eq 3.4
vPv-Y2 (X) Qv-Y2(x' )
.
fl (X' )+ -·-12(X' ) dv = V a f l(X' ) -'
, ]:00 , dx' f V1 + iOO cos va where the path vl=constant is in the narrower of (When 0< w< 27r), the first is th e narrower) . By th e two strips, th e method used in getting eq 2.30 from eq 2.29 I I } it is found that eq 4.6 is equivalen t to -2 < PI < 2 (so tan 7r~ co) (4.7)
-7r/W < PI < 7r/w (so l /sin vw~ co) where O< VI < 7r/w. closing the path this leads to the Fourier series, The same is t rue with {3 and {3' interchanged. By When 0:::::' (3 :::::' (3' ; oth erwise th ese are to be interchanged .
The form (4.8) shows immediately the equivalence of eq 4.4 and 4 .5. The singular points of Sw ar c at a = ± 2n7r/w, (3 = (3' , wher e n = O, 1, 2, H ence if 7r/w is irrational the functions S w and S .. have only on e singular point in common (at a= O, (3 = (3' ) .
The period interval -w< a< w was taken fo r the definition of S w in eq 4.6 in order that cos ~(w -l a l )-70 when 1/?-7± cx) .
SIn I/W -For some purposes it is more convenient to consid er a in the interval 0< a < 2w, so that the singular points are on the boundary of th e inter val. Any expression that r epresen ts S w for th e interval O< a:::::' w is sufficient to determine S w fo r all values of a. The p eriodici ty combined with the fact that S w is an even fun ction of a gives When a-70 and (3-7(3' > 0, bo th functions b ecome logarithmically infinite (since th e sin gularity is aline-ch arge).
S w(a, (3 , (3') ",S .. (a , (3, (3') '" 7r S~~l (3 10g.y'a 2 + ((3 _ (3' )2, (4. 11 a) plus t erms that rem ain finite. In case (3' = 0 and a-70, (3-70, th e s ingularity is a point-ch arge and , as in eq 2.27 , both became fini te.
S w (a, (3, 0) '" 8..((3, (3, 0) '" ! 2 2 2 + finit e terms.
" ' a + (3 (4. 11 b) Subtracting eq 2.29 from eq 4.6 give (taking th e path up the imaginary axis of 1/) S w (a , (3, (3') -S .. (a, (3 , (3' 4 "' ( hr ) (hra)
That is, This may be written in thc following forms in which the argument of every S-function li es in its first, positive, half-period interval.
S w 1(2m -1) (a ,(3,(3') = S w (a,(3,(3') -1 +a,(3,(3 + S w 2m _ i-a ,(3"B 
Sw 121l!(a,(3 ,(3') = Sw (a ,(3,(3' ) + S w (w-a,(3,(3') +
.fj S w m +a, (3, (3, (3' , (4.12b) whcre the sum is absent in the case m = 1. Taking W= 7r, gives (by eq 2.32) S "lm( a, (3, (3' ) in terms of a finite number of complete ellip tic integrals.
In particular for (3' = 0, this gIVCS, by use of eq 2.31 ,
t~O cosh (3 -cos (a+ 27rt jm) ( 4.13) where th e radical is always positive.
V. Grounded Conductor Under the Influence of a Circular Line-Charge,G reen' s Function
A total charge M' in the shape of a circular linecharge coaxial with th e x-axis h as for its trace a poin t P ' (x', p' ) in th e half-planc of figure 2, a or P' (a', (3' ) in the t -strip . Consider P' in the dielectric region (D ) (O< a' < w) . The poten tial of this line-charge, togeth er with that of the chargcs it induces on the conductor (at zero potential), is given at any point (a, (3) in (D ) by Proof : The second function with positive argum ent, a + a' < 2w, has no singularity in this p eriodinterval. The first has only one (at a = a' , (3 = (3') , and by eq 4.10a, together with eq 2.24, it follows that Swat this point differs from S" there by finite terms. The poten tial Vw vanishes at spatial infinity (a=lI, (3 = 0) since the radical in eq 5.1 then vanishes.
Also Ww vanishes at th e conducting boundary, a = O, b ecause S w is an even function of its first argument. At the remaining boundary lVw vanishes since Sw is also periodic in its first argument with period 2w.
Hence this TV-function is the Green's function for eq 1.11 whatever th e value of w. The potential V w is the Green's fun ction for the potential equation if 0< w< 27r. 
/cos (a-B) r-ycosh (3-cos (a-B)=c-y2 -y l-cZjr2 ' (5 .4)
The total charge M induced in the conductor is given by
M + M' = lim (rVw),
r __ ", so by eq 5.1 we get (e) at the arc a= w. On COS1 -cos wt h e first are, a = O, the density is given by
On t he second arc,
From heTe on we consider {3' = 0 and write The induced charge (eq 5.5) b ecom es
Sw(a,
SIn -2 -(5.8c) (a,{3;a',{3') , which is a solu t ion of (D~+ DJ)v = O, analogous to eq 5.1, corresponds to two endless l ine-charges each of charge m' /2 per unit length , perpendicular to the plane of fi g l1l'e 1.
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
The conductor is nOlv bounded by two endless circular cylinders with trace a = O and a = w. The two p arallel lin e-ch arges arc at P' (x ' , p' and P"(x', -p') , that is, P' (a ', {3') and P" (a',-{3') . 
These integrals converge except at singular points,
To put in evidence the nature of the singularity of Sw, we may now define a function Gw(a, (3) that is finite for all real values of a, (3, and w, and is an even periodic function of a with period 2w.
To show this replace w by ~ in eq 6.1c and then r eplace a and {3 by ~a/w and ~{3/w. This gives, after multiplying by ~/w, Substracting this from eq. 6.1 gives . wx w o cosh 2 x-cos 2 2w smh --:; (6.4') l This converges throu ghout the period inter val, boundaries included , 0 :::::: a :::::: 2w. This is eviden t from the fact t hat when cos 2 (7r<x / 2w)= 1, the v alue of th e integrand at the lower limit, x= O, is the fi .
. 1 (7r w)
uu te quantity ----.
Using the series in eq 6.3 gives
When f3--' :>0 , we find from 2.10 ,
( 1) ( n 7r 1) 7r l/; n+ 2 -l/; -; +2 + lo g~,
When n is arge t IS r ac wt IS '" 94 2 ' ~ n whi ch shows th at th e seri es is absolu tely conver gen t for any r eal a.
N ow consider th e po tential (5.8a), which is induced by the point -ch arge M' . The charge, ]yl. induced on th e conductor will vanish if th e pointcharge of con stan t 'str ength , M ', is moved to spatial infinity (0'.' --' :>8) .
However , if the str engt.h M' of the point-charge is allowed to incr ease as it r ecedes, and in such a manner that
then the indu ced charge, M , on the conductor will approach a finite limit, which by eq 5.8c is This limit exists and m ay be put in terms of th e function Gw , for
H en ce taking X= (a ' -8) /2 and a = 7r/w, it is eviden t th at
which is fini te, so that
vVe thus find , wi thou t integra tion , th e following expression for the total ch arge M on the conductor existing alone (a nd therofore at constan t poten tial).
or by eq 6.2,
The poten tial (5.8 a) belonging to thi ch arge becomes V(a, (3) = -VO ~COSh f3 -~os (a-8) (3) ].
This vanish es at the conducting boundary a = O because Sw is an even function of a . It v anish es at th e oth er boundary, a = w, because Sw is periodic in a with period 2 w.
At spatial infinity 0'.= 8, f3 = 0 , i t tak es th e form 00 .0, but by eq 6.8 b this is just -P. H en ce by adding the constant "{-70 we find th e New tonian potential of the ch arged conductor alone, in the form (6. 10) This m ay be writte n, by use of eq 4.9 , since f3' = O by eq 5.7 ,
, 7r n-l -;;;--2 w W (6 .11 )
By use of eq 4.8 with {3' = 0, this m ay be written as an integral. The occurance of th e absolute value J a-8 J in the integral presents two cases (see fig. 2, a) . ~os (a -8) .
. -~os (a -8) .
The m ethod of finding th e total ch arge (eq 6.9 ) on the conductor is based on the general property of th e Newtonian po tential of any finit e distribution of total charge ]1,1[, as in eq 5.4,
To ch eck th e expression (6 .9 ) we m ay multiply eq 6.10 by l' where, as in eq 5.4, For gener al values of w, the express ion (6 .9) or (6.9)' for total charge canno t b e expressed in finite terms. The n ext section, VII , is concerned with its series expansion and i ts transformation into a series more sui 
.Jcosh {3 -cos (a -8) I( l2{3/2
2(a -8)
V cos 1 -cos -2-' wher e, by eq 6.12a, (w-8,8) (6.15a) = c VOF (8, , (6.15b) 
VII. Capitance of the Conductor
If length s a re in centimeters, th e capacity 0 of the co nductor is Ow(O) = ]I.;ljrO (in centimeters), by eq 6.9 a nd 1.4 ,
A formula by which th e capacitance co uld be computed is (from eq 6.7) For actual computations, Ow (0) of eq 7.2 could b e expressed as a finite numb er of terms plu s an infinite series of the form
where only a few terms would be required if the coeffLCi ents A n vanish with increasing n like, say, n -14 instead of like n -2 in eq (7.2). To get such a form we may, in eq 7.2, make use of th e known asymp tot ic expansion of th e psi-function, valid when z is large with positive real part 1 N (-lY B , >/; (z),,-, logz-2 z+ t;:t 2tz2t ' (7.3) where the B ernoulli 's numbers are The r emainder (n-a ) is less t han th e last term r etained (in this case th e term for p = 6). It va nish ed to higher oreler th an n -12 (pres umably like n -14 ) .
If p is a positive integer , the following type of cosine-series converges for 0~a~2w, and its sum is a polynominal h21) ('lrw a ) of degree 2p in (7r w a) 
(7.8')
For large n, eq 7.4 b ecomes
A '" 1:. Zero (.2..) .
Hence, very few terms of the infinite series in eq 7.8 will b e sufficient.
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Formula (7.1) for capacitan ce becomes
The polynominal H(2:e) may be computed by eq 7.7 and 7 .5, a being replaced by 2e and again by zero for H(O) . This formula (7.9) is the exact equivalent of eq 7.2. It becomes an approximation when the infinite series in eq 7.9 is replaced by the first two or three terms, but it gives a much closer approximation than the same number of terms of the series (7.2). Formulas for C will be found below, in finite terms, when 7r/ w rational say w=n7r/n, but if either of the integers n or m is large, the new formulas may not b e preferable to eq 7.9 for numerical computation.
The capacitance of a conductor that consists of two unequal spheres in external contact may b e computed by this method. {;j n sm 2 ' (7.11 ) and so An", Zero C~4) when n is large.
For equal spheres b= 1. where ex is in the p eriod inter val, These may be integrated by usc of the substitution t = cosh x, if we make use of the fini te produ cts that are valid for real or complex x, and 11,> 1
VIII. Capacitance in Finite Terms
2 8' 1f
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres h 2 2 8' 1f
. h 2 n-l cos x-cos 2
Considering these ra tios as poly nori1inals in t= cosh x, we find th e following resolution into partial fractions for their reciprocals,
For n > l th e integrals (eq 8.1a, b ) becom e ( ) 8+1' 2 8' 1f ( 8'1f)
L etting t= l /eos 4>, the integrals in eq 8.4a and 8.4b become 1;0) and I!b) , wher e For n > 1 and 0 < a < 2w = (2n -l ) 27r, we find
(by eq 8.3a with x = ia/ (4n-2)) .
For the even integer, w e get
by eq 8.3b with x = i a/4n). If a were r eplaced by la l, these expressions would all serve for period interval -w< a < w. It is r ead ily verified that these expressions for Sn~( a , 0) satisfy th e condition of symmetry , Since eq 8 .5 to 8.7 ' are all valid for the periodinterval, 0 < a < 2w, these m ay be used in eq 4.12 to obtain S n-n-,,,,(a, 0) for its positive p eriod interval. The capacitance is given by eq 7.1 , in which the most suitable form to be used here is Consequently, 0< 20< 2w , that is 28 is in the first positive p eriod-interval. 0[8.,(20, O) 
Sw(a,

Cw(O) = a sin
(8 .10)
where m > 2 ( fig. 1, a) . -.
the radius aj b ein g a tan 8 by eq 1.2 .
The ease w= 27r is a thin spherical shell with a hole of angular aperture 28. The capacitance is given in eq 18.11. VVhen the conductor is formed by two unequal spheres intersecting orthogonally, th ere are two eases, w= 7r/2 and w= 37r/2. The fIrst equation (8.8) with m = 2 gives th e cap acitan ce, for 0< 0< 7r/2, (see a ,b of fi g. 1)
Th e other case w= 37r/2 is given by eq 8.9 with n = 2a nd m = ] , 
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
When 6= 7r/2, this conductor is a h emispher e, th e face a = w= 37r/2 is a plane face. This gives as t h e cap acitance of th e h emispher e of r adiu s a. (Fig. 1, d ). Placing 6= 7r/2 in eq 8.11 gives as t he cap acit ance of a h emispherical bowl.
In gen er al when w> 7r, as it m ay b e in eq 8. 9 or 8. 12, we may th en take 6= w-7r, in which case the conductor h as one plane boundary as in fi gure 1, c, d .
IX. Electric Field in Finite Terms
The only case in which th e fi eld, t h at is, Sw (a, {3, (3' ), h as b een found in finite form where neither {3 or {3' is zero , has been given in eq 4.12 with w= 7r/m. This mean s that the po ten tial du e to any circular line-ch arge in the presence of the conductor at zero poten tial is found at all points in space in terms of a fini te number of complete ellip tic integr als, for th e case of an infinite set of values of the form 3 w= 7r/m, m being any positive integer .
When (3' = 0, we may find three o th er infinite sets corresponding to w= n 7r/m where n = 2, 3, or 4. These give t h e electri c fi eld in fini te terms due to the ch arged conductor alone, or to th e conductor un der influ ence of a point-ch arge on th e x-axis. It is m erely a question of evaluating S mr (a, (3 ) , th at is, Sn~(a, (3, 0) for n = l , 2, 3, 4.
T o do t hi s, place w= n7r in eq 6.1 b,
(9. 1) Using th e fini te product, [ ( 2t7r+i{3) ] cosh nx -cosh {3 = 2n-l II~:~ cosh x-cos --n-, For n = 1 and n = 2 , t his integr ates with elem entary functions. When n = 3 and when n = 4, it integrat es with ellip tic functions. For n?;5 this integral is hyp er ellip tic. For n = 1 we ob t ain as befo re.
·/2
S,,(a , (3) ='/=~== "" cosh (3-cos IX.
The expression fo r S"ln(a, (3) is given in eq 4.13.
The case n = 2 or w=27r E quation 9.3 gives xo=cosh (3/2 and Xl=-XO, so eq 9.4 becomes 1--cos h{3/2 ' cos {3 -cos 01 7r cos (9.6) which reduces to eq 8.6 when (3 = 0.
It may be noticed that the factor of the bracket is S,,(a, (3) . This appears in the two following forms.
The case n = 3 or w= 37r
Consider a in the half-period interval O< OI :::::: W= 37r so O< a/3::::::7r. The modulus k is defined by where Z ("Y) is Jacobis zeta-itU1ction , r u E E Z (u) = Jo dn 2 u'dp. ' -u 
l{= E(u) -u K'
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
The quarter-period for modulus k is [{ while K' is that for complimentary modulus k' = .JI -P· 
X. Summary of Formulas for Computing Capacitance and Field
The condu ctor has a meridian section bounded by the two arcs a= O and a = w of figure 2, a. Several sections are shown in figure 1 . The capacitance is a function Cw (8) of the two angles wand 8. In case e= W -7r, the conductor has one plane boundary.
For general values of w the capacitance may be computed by eq 7.2 or by its equivalent bu t more rapidly converging series (7.9 ).
This method is applicable to th e case of two unequal (or equal) spheres in external contact eq 7.11. The capacitance may be computed in fini te terms wi th elem entary functions when w= n rr/m where 0 < w~2rr, m and n positive integers.
The case, w= rr/m capacitance by eq 8.9
w= (2n -l )rr/m, for 1 < n~2m by eq 8.10 w= 2rr (thin sh ell with ap erture 28 figure 1b) by eq 8.11 w= 2rr/m (m > 1) by eq 8.12 w= 2nrr!(2m -1), (1< n < 2m -1) byeq 8.13 Special cases, w= rr/2 eq (8. 14) and w= 3rr/2 (eq 8.15) w= 3rr/2, (() = rr/2) h emisphere (eq 8.16) w= 2rr , (() = rr/2) hemispherical bowl (eq 8.17)
Th e po tential due to grounded conductor in presence of a point-chaTge Iv!' at any point P' (a' ,O) on the x-axis may b e comp uted at any point P(a,{3) by eq 4.9 which is which converges for all points not on the x-axis, with exponential convergence factor exp ( -: +~) {3, so the first term N= 1, is the principal part when (3 is large. For computing Von th e x-axis, the S-functions in eq 10.1 may be expressed in terms of G-functions by use of eq 6.2. Then u se of the series (6. 7) gives 0)=~~7r sin l a';-e /sin / a ;-() /{ . rrl~-a' i . ?rl~+ a/ l + This series could be r educed to one more rapidly convergent as in the transformation from eq 7.2 to 7.9.
For the potential Vw (a , (3) at any point (a, (3) due only to t h e conductor charged to a constant potential, eq 6.11 gives By usc of th e series (4.9) thi s b ecomes V w(a , (3) = vo-8~O -Jeos h (3-~os (a-8 The poten tial at a ny poin t Pa,(3), du e to the gounded conductor in presence of a circular linech arge J.1;l', wi th trace at any point P ' (a 1 , (3' ) is given by eq 5. 1 and 5.2 wh er e th e S-functions m ay be compu ted by th e series (4. 9). In case w= 7r/m
Conductor Bounded by Two Spheres
(m a positive integer ) th e S-functions ar c given in fini te terms by eq 4.1 2 wi th W= 7r, th at is, S "/,,, (a±a',(3,(3' ) where each S" fun ction is given in te rms of a complete ellip t ic integTal in eq 2.32.
In th e case of a point-ch arge on the x-axis, th e S w -functions of eq 10.1 are given in fini tc terms when W=l17r/m wh ere 71. = 1,2,3, or 4, an d m is any posit ive integer . Simila rly, th e poten t ial of th e ch arged conductor alone is given by eq 10.2.
The expressions arc found in eq 9.5 , 9.6 , 9.7. and 9.8 for Sz, , (a, (3) , S 3, (a, (3) nnd S4,,(a, (3) . The last t wo cases, 71. = 3 an d n = 4, involve elliptic function s. Using th ese in the ge neral fo rmula (eq 4. 12) with w= l17r and (3' = 0 g iTes (10.4) VVASHING 1'ON, Febru ary 8,1949. 
